The inverse dynamics analysis of underactuated multibody systems aims at determining the control inputs in order to track a prescribed trajectory. This paper studies the inverse dynamics of non-minimum phase underactuated multibody systems with serial and parallel planar topology, e.g. for end-effector control of flexible manipulators or manipulators with passive joints. Unlike for minimum phase systems, the inverse dynamics of non-minimum phase systems cannot be solved by adding trajectory constraints (servo-constraints) to the equations of motion and applying a forward time integration. Indeed, the inverse dynamics of a non-minimum phase system is known to be non-causal, which means that the control forces and torques should start before the beginning of the trajectory (pre-actuation phase) and continue after the end-point is reached (post-actuation phase). The existing stable inversion method proposed for general nonlinear non-minimum phase systems requires to derive explicitly the equations of the internal dynamics and to solve a boundary value problem. This paper proposes an alternative solution strategy which is based on an optimal control approach using a direct transcription method. The method is illustrated for the inverse dynamics of an underactuated serial manipulator with rigid links and four degrees-of-freedom and an underactuated parallel machine. An important advantage of the proposed approach is that it can be applied directly to the standard equations of motion of multibody systems either in ODE or in DAE form. Therefore, it is easier to implement this method in a general purpose simulation software.
Introduction
The inverse dynamics analysis of multibody systems aims at determining the control inputs in order to track a prescribed trajectory, e.g. an end-effector trajectory. Inverse dynamics is an important tool for the development of efficient feed-forward control strategies. For fully actuated multibody systems, this is rather straightforward, and yields a purely algebraical expression for the feed-forward control, see e.g. Ref. [24] . In contrast, the inverse dynamics problem appears particularly difficult to solve for underactuated multibody systems, where there are less control inputs than degrees of freedom. Typical sources of underactuation include the presence of passive joints and body-flexibility. One challenge in feed-forward control design of these underactuated multibody systems is that the inverse model might possess internal dynamics, which might be stable or unstable. For inverse dynamics of underactuated multibody systems Ref. [7] proposes to supplement the equations of motion with the trajectory constraints, also called servo constraints, and to solve the resulting set of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) for given initial values using a time integration method. However, this approach is limited to so-called differential flat systems [7] and minimum phase systems [19] , i.e. systems without or with stable internal dynamics, respectively. In contrast non-minimum phase systems have unbounded internal dynamics and forward time integration would yield unbounded states and control inputs. Also for non-minimum phase systems nonlinear control techniques such as feedback linearization cannot be used. A detailed analysis of minimum and non-minimum phase systems can be found in [15, 18] . This paper addresses the inverse dynamics of non-minimum phase underactuated multibody systems, which represent an important class of practical applications. For example, nonminimum phase behavior can occur when joint actuators are used to control the end effector of a flexible manipulator [23] or a manipulator with passive joints [20] . The inverse dynamics of a non-minimum phase system is known to be non-causal, which means that the control forces and torques should start before the beginning of the trajectory (pre-actuation phase) and continue after the end-point is reached (post-actuation phase).
In order to address this problem, Ref. [22] presents a methodology for underactuated multibody systems in minimal coordinatesbased on the explicit derivation of the equations of the internal dynamics using a diffeomorphic coordinate transformation. Even though the internal dynamics is unstable, numerical solvers for boundary value problems allow to compute a bounded solution, including pre-and post-actuation phases. This so-called stable inversion solution approach [11, 25] originates in general nonlinear non-minimum phase systems. It is worth mentioning that no algebraic constraint appears in the equations of the internal dynamics with this approach.
Another approach is proposed here which does not require the explicit derivation of the internal dynamics equations. Instead, the method is based on supplementing the equations of motion of the multibody system by a set of trajectory constraints. The methodology is thus more suitable for implementation in an existing simulation code. The main difference compared to the work in Refs. [7, 19] is that the resulting problem cannot be solved as an initial value problem by time integration, and therefore an optimal control problem is derived. Thanks to this important difference, the methodology is no more limited to differentially flat or minimum phase systems but it can be exploited to compute the non-causal inverse dynamics of non-minimum phase systems.
The methodology can be applied regardless of the particular formulation of the equations of motion which can be written either as an ODE in case of a minimal coordinates formulation or as a DAE otherwise. In this paper minimal and absolute coordinate formulations are explored for the simulation of multibody systems. The generalized-α method based on the Newmark formulae is considered for time discretization. Based on a direct transcription of the optimal control problem, a robust direct collocation method is used, which leads to a large but sparse nonlinear programming problem. The unknowns of the optimization problem are the displacements, velocities, accelerations, Lagrange multipliers and control inputs at each time step, whereas the equations of motion, the time integration formulae and the trajectory constraints are treated as equality constraints. The sparse gradients of the optimization constraints are computed using a semi-analytical method. Compared to a finite difference approach, this method improves the convergence of the optimization algorithm and reduces considerably the computational cost. In order to illustrate the methodology, serial and parallel manipulators with passive joints are considered. Figure 1 shows the typical block diagram of a controlled dynamic system, with a feed-forward control and a feedback control part. The feed-forward control provides the necessary control input u ff (t) such that the nominal system without disturbances and uncertainties follows precisely a given output trajectory. A feedback controller providing u fb (t) is used to ensure robust dynamic performance. Optimal control methods are often used to determine the motion and feed-forward control inputs u ff (t) for working point changes. Thereby the motion of the system output is not pre-described and transitions between working points in minimal time or with minimal energy can be obtained. In this paper such an optimal control algorithm is extended to feed-forward control design for exact trajectory tracking of underactuated multibody systems. In the following, the feedback term is not considered, such that u(t) = u ff (t). 
OPTIMAL CONTROL METHOD FOR MULTIBODY SYSTEMS

DYNAMICS OF MULTIBODY SYSTEMS
Absolute coordinates [13] and minimal coordinates [14] are frequently used for the simulation of multibody systems. Both types of formulation are considered here for optimal control of underactuated multibody systems. The equations of motion of a multibody system with trajectory constraints take the general form
where q is the vector of r coordinates, M is the mass matrix, g is the vector of internal and complementary inertia forces, Φ is the vector of m kinematic constraints, λ is the vector of m Lagrange multipliers and B = ∂Φ(q)/∂q is the matrix of constraint gradients. The input matrix A distributes the s control inputs u onto the directions of the system coordinates, whereby A is often a constant matrix. The s trajectory constraints are represented by Eq. (3), where the operator y(q) computes the outputs of the dynamic system and the function y d (t) represents the prescribed path. A typical example for the system output is the end-effector point of a manipulator. The case of a minimal coordinate formulation is a particular case of Eqs. (1-3) with no Lagrange multiplier and no kinematic constraint. For an underactuated systems with r coordinates, m kinematic constraints and s trajectory constraints, we have r − m − s > 0. In addition this formalism can be generalized to account for design parameters in the optimization process, as shown in Ref. [3] .
Optimization problem
Optimal control aims at the optimal choice of inputs for a dynamic system. In order to formulate the optimal control problem, an objective function with a general Bolza form can be considered:
This objective function combines a cost integral over the interval [t i , t f ] (Lagrange term) and a function of the state variables at the final time t f (Mayer term).
In general, path constraints and termination constraints impose restrictions to the dynamics of the system. This can yield to inequalities constraints or equalities constraints. In this paper no termination or inequality constraints is considered but Eqs. (1-3) are treated as path equality constraints which are written in compact form as c(q(t),q(t),q(t), λ(t), u(t)) = 0
Optimal control methods are generally classified into: (i) dynamic programming methods [5] , which require the solution of a partial differential equation; (ii) indirect methods [2] , which require the solution of a boundary value problem; (iii) direct methods, which transform the optimal control problem into a nonlinear programming problem.
Direct methods formulate the optimality condition after time discretization of the problem, and they offer several advantages such as robustness, an easy reformulation for different problems and the ability to solve complex and unstable nonlinear problems. Among direct methods, a further distinction can be done between direct transcription methods [6] , single shooting methods and multiple shooting methods [12] . This paper focus on the direct transcrition method where the time integration and optimization problems are solved simultaneously. This means that all control and state variables at each step of the time grid are treated as optimization variables, leading to a large but sparse nonlinear programming (NLP) problem.
Direct transcription method
In the direct transcription method, the optimal control problem is discretized in time with N grid points t (k) , k = 1, . . . , N . The set of design variables includes the displacements q, velocitiesq, accelerationsq, Lagrange multipliers λ and control inputs u of the system at each time step. For a dynamic system represented by Eqs. (1-3), the generalized-α method Refs. [10, 1] , that is based on the Newmark formulae Ref. [17] can be used to discretize the problem in time. This provideṡ
with an additional acceleration update formulae
where γ, β, α m and α f are numerical parameters of the generalized-α method and can be chosen to combine unconditional stability and second-order accuracy. The numerical damping can be adjusted to obtain a given spectral radius at infinite frequencies ρ ∞ , see Ref. [10] . However, others integrations methods could be used, e.g. trapezoidal rule.
Equations (6) (7) (8) leads to the set of design variables,
The dimension of x is n = N (4r + m + s), which is generally large in practical applications. The design domain is defined as D ⊂ R n . Additional parameters can also be included in the set of design variables to be optimized, e.g. to represent the structural design of the mechanical system.
The direct transcription method can treat inequality and equality constraints easily, which is an advantage compared to other approaches. If the path equality and inequality constraints are imposed only at the nodes of the time grid, the optimization problem is restated as a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. In the present case with only path equality constraints, the NLP problem takes the general form
where
nec is the vector of discretized path equality constraints that includes the time integration formulae.
The optimal solution satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions of optimality. Standard NLP solvers can be used to solve such problems efficiently, see Ref. [4] . For instance, Sequential Quadratic Programming methods (SQP), see Ref. [9] , are iterative methods which solve at each iteration a quadratic programming problem.
The discretization of the objective function in Eq. (4) according to the Euler explicit method leads to
where h is the time step of the discretization. In order to increase the accuracy a higher order discretization could be used such as the trapezoidal rule. At each time step k = 1, . . . , N , the equations of motion, Eqs. (1-3), are treated as equality constraints
Similarly, the integration formulae of the generalized-α method, Eqs. (6) (7) (8) , are also implemented as equality constraints for k = 1, . . . , N − 1 to ensure continuity of the solution and consistency between displacement, velocity and acceleration variables
The vector of equality constraints then comprises each component of these constraints at each time step:
In the above Eqs. (12) (13) , each constraint only depends on a few components of the large vector x given by Eq. (9) . For this reason, the resulting NLP problem has a very sparse structure.
Semi-analytical sensitivity analysis
Most deterministic optimization algorithms require the evaluation of the gradients of the objective function and design constraints with respect to all design variables. Those gradients may be obtained by finite difference approximation; however, if the particular sparse structure of the optimal control problem is not exploited, this will lead to rather inefficient computations. Instead of finite difference techniques, semi-analytical methods are used here to compute the sensitivities of the design functions J d and c d with respect to the design variables x. For example, direct differentiation methods described in Ref. [8] can be used in the present context. Those semi-analytical methods lead to more accurate estimation of the gradients which improves the convergence speed of the optimization algorithm. And they naturally exploit the sparse structure of the NLP problem.
For the objective function the discretized Bolza form in Eq. (11) has as Jacobian matrix
The gradient of the equality constraints is based on the gradient of Eqs. (12) (13) . Introducing the subset of design variable in each time step k
we can write
T is the matrix associated with the position dependent forces and C
(k)
T is associated with the velocity dependent forces. In the case of the absolute coordinate formulation these are the tangential stiffness and damping matrices, receptively, at each time step t (k) . Observing that Eq. (13) is linear, its differentiation leads to constant matrices which depend on the numerical parameters of the generalized-α method
and ∂c
With these elements the Jacobian matrix of the constraints Eqs. (12-13) is obtained as
We can note the sparsity and the size of this NLP problem shown in this Jacobian matrix and in its block diagonal structure. The size of the design variables and of the Jacobian matrix of the constraints and objective function increases strongly with the time grid discretization. An elimination of the linear constraints could be applied to reduce the number of design variables and constraints in the optimization process. For example, in our problem, we could eliminate the time integration constraints that are always linear, see Eq. (13), using a partitioning of the design variables. However, this may alter the sparsity pattern of the optimization problem, so that the benefit of such a constraint elimination might not be guaranted. Therefore, we do not consider an elimination of the linear constraints in this paper.
APPLICATIONS -UNDERACTUATED MULTIBODY SYSTEMS
In this paper, the optimal control approach is applied for trajectory tracking of non-minimum phase underactuated multibody systems. In nonlinear control theory, a system is called minimum-phase, if its internal dynamics, i.e. its zero-dynamics, is asymptotically stable [15] , otherwise the system is non-minimum phase. Thus a minimum phase system has dynamics and inverse dynamics which are both causal and stable. A causal or non-anticipative is a system where the output depends on past or current inputs but never on future inputs. In contrast non-minimum phase systems might yield unbounded inverse dynamics, if solved by forward time integration of Eqs. (1-3) . However, also bounded solution can be computed, e.g. by stable inversion [11] or the approach presented in this paper. In contrast, the bounded solution of inverse dynamics of a non-minimum phase system is known to be non-causal, which means that the control forces and torques should start before the beginning of the output trajectory (pre-actuation phase) and continue after the end-point is reached (post-actuation phase).
3.1 Underactuated serial manipulator with one passive joint Here an underactuated manipulator with one passive joint and kinematic redundance is considered as shown in Fig. 2 . The manipulator moves in the horizontal plane and consists of a cart on which a chain of three arms is mounted. It is actuated by the control inputs
where F is the force exerted on the car, T 1 and T 2 are the joint torques. The homogenous arms have lengths l 1 and l 2 = l 3 , mass m 1 and m 2 = m 3 and inertia I 1 and I 2 = I 3 . The third arm is connected by a passive joint to arm 2 which is supported by a parallel spring-damper combination with spring constant c and damping coefficient d. The physical parameters of the manipulator are summarized in Tab. 1. The control goal is to force the cart and the end-effector to follow a predefined trajectory as closely as possible. The problem has three trajectory constraints that are imposed on the Fig. 3 . The end-effector point and the cart should follow the trajectory in the short time period of 1.5 s, which describes an aggressive manoeuver. The pre-actuation period is 0.2 s and the post-actuation period is 0.3 s. The design of the pre/post-actuation phases is an important step to bound well the inverse dynamic problem of non-minimum phase systems. Here, the knowledge of the time constants of the system's zero is crucial, see Ref. [16] for a more detailed discussion. A stable inversion [11, 25] , which requires the solution of a two-sided boundary value problem by finite differences, was used in Ref. [22] for this problem. This methodology is based on the explicit diffeomorphic coordinate transformation of the equation of motion into the so-called nonlinear input-output normal-form, from which then the equations of the internal dynamics is derived. A detailed analysis is given in Refs. [22, 20] . In this example the β coordinate describes the internal dynamics, and in this case forward time integration would yield unbounded values for β and the control inputs u. With stable inversion one obtains bounded but non-causal solution for output trajectory tracking, in other words the pre-and post-actuation phases are needed. Using direct methods in optimal control we can take advantage of the trajectory knowledge of the system, see Fig. 3 , and incoporate it as initial guess in the optimization process. We consider the motion of an equivalent rigid manipulator without deformation of the passive joint (β(t) = 0.0), see Fig. 7 . With that choice kinematic and trajectory constraints are already satisfied before the optimization process starts. A good initial guess is crucial to solve the problems presented in this paper.
We propose to solve this inverse dynamics problem using the optimal control approach based in the direct transcription method. We consider that the manipulator should realize its task with the minimum displacement of the passive joint. The objective function is then written as
where β is the passive joint angle. Thus, the optimization goal is to minimize this objective function, so that a bounded solution of the unstable internal dynamics is enforced.
Minimal coordinates formulation
The manipulator shown in Fig. 2 described in minimal coordinates has the generalized coordinates q = (x, α 1 , α 2 , β) T . In this formulation the number of generalized coordinates is equal The results using this formulation with 100 time steps and ρ ∞ = 0.50 are shown Fig. 4 . The objective function value is J = 0.01560 that is obtained after 6 iterations. Figure 4a shows the numerical error of the cart and end-effector trajectory constraints, which is an excellent result. The maximum position error is 2.1e-5 m for the cart and nearly zero for the endeffector. It should be noted that the trajectory constraints are nonlinear equations, in terms of minimal coordinates. Figure 4b shows the angular displacements of the manipulator arms. The initial and final values before and after the pre-and post-actuation are the same, as shown schematically in Fig. 3 . Figure 4c shows the phase diagram of the driven internal dynamics which has fixed point (β,β) = (0.0, 0.0). This point is a saddle point, that is an unstable equilibrium point. The unstable and stable manifolds pass by this equilibrium point. The trajectory of β starts at time t 0 on the unstable manifold and ends at time t f on the stable manifold, providing a pre-and post-actuation phase. This is in accordance with the stable inversion method in Ref. [11] , which is applied to this manipulator in Ref. [22] . Figure 4d shows the computed control of the system, which are obviously bounded. The pre-and post-actuation phase can be observed on all graphics in Fig. 4. 
Absolute coordinates formulation
The manipulator studied in the previous section using minimal coordinates is now described using the absolute coordinates of some nodes of the system, as shown in Fig. 5, with= (x 0 , x 1 , y 1 , θ 1 , x 2 , y 2 , x 3 , y 3 , θ 3 , x 4 , y 4 , x 5 , y 5 , θ 5 , x 6 , y 6 ) T ,
where x i and y i are the translations of node i along axes e 1 and e 2 , respectively, and θ i is the absolute orientation angle of node i. Those r = 16 coordinates are not independent but they have to satisfy m = 12 kinematic constraints. This description is consistent with the finite element approach for flexible systems described in [3] , whereby constraints impose the rigidity of the system. Compared to minimal coordinates, the absolute coordinates lead to more equations to solve and more generalized coordinates, but the equations are simpler and have a sparse structure. The nonlinear equations of motion using absolute coordinates have the The results using this formulation with 100 time steps and ρ ∞ = 0.50 are shown in Fig. 6 , and they are similar to the results obtained using minimal coordinates. The final objective function value J = 0.01547 is obtained after 4 iterations. Figure 6a shows the output error of the planar manipulator with passive joints using the optimal control approach with absolute coordinates. The maximum numerical error of the cart and end-effector is of the order of 10 −16 , which is a very satisfactory result. The trajectory constraints using absolute coordinates is completely linear, an advantage in comparison to minimal coordinates. In Eq. (12), y(q) = Dq = (x 0 , x 6 , y 6 )
T where the constant output matrix D distributes the outputs onto the directions of the systems coordinates. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the nonlinear optimization process for that rigid serial manipulator discretized in absolute coordinates. We can see a fast convergence, and the first iteration is already very close to the solution. Figure 7a represents the evaluation of the integrand of the objective function Eq. (22) . Figure 7b represents the evaluation of the phase diagram.
Comparisons of results
The phase diagram of the internal dynamics as shown in Fig. 4c allows to study the global behavior of the nonlinear dynamics of the system. This is used to perform some comparative studies. Figure 8 compares the optimal control approach in absolute coordinates and minimal coordinates. In addition, the result using the nonlinear programming (NLP) method Refs. [4, 21] and a stable inversion method Ref. [22] are displayed. For these latter two methods, the internal dynamics of the manipulator is derived from symbolic calculations as single ordinary differential see [22] for details. The comparison in Fig. 8 proves that all four approaches show very good agreement. However, it should be noted that the stable inversion method in Ref. [22] is not able to solve differential algebraic equations. Our results show that the optimal control approach proposed for inverse dynamics does not have this limitation, i.e. it is able to solve a more general class of problems than the stable inversion method.
The second comparison studies presented in Fig. 9 show the influence of the spectral radius at infinite frequencies ρ ∞ , that represents the amount of numerical damping in the generalized-α method for the time integration. Thereby ρ ∞ = 1.0 means no numerical damping and ρ ∞ = 0.0 means maximum numerical damping. For ρ ∞ = 1.0 and ρ ∞ = 0.5 nearly identical results are obtained, while for the maximal damped case with ρ ∞ = 0.0 some deviations are obtained. The numerical damping is especially needed to stabilize the solution on the saddle point (β,β) = (0.0, 0.0), when the parameters of the parallel spring-damper combination are smaller, see in Fig. 10 . Figure 10 illustrates the influence of the spring coefficient c and damping coefficient d on the solution of the system. As expected, the motion of the β coordinate gets larger when weakening the spring-damper combination. Let us mention that, for the undamped system d = 0.0 Nms/rad, we were not able to compute a solution for c < 18.0 Nm/rad.
Finally, Fig. 11 shows the influence of the time step on the control input T 1 with a spectral radius at infinite frequencies ρ ∞ = 0.5. The reference used is the stable inversion method with 150 time steps, see Ref. [22] . Some numerical oscillations can be observed but they tend to decrease when the time step is reduced. The post-actuation phase is the most sensitive to the time step and the oscillations are more important there. However, this is less critical, since after reaching the final point, one might consider to switch to a linear controller to regulate the stationary point.
Underactuated parallel manipulator with passive joint
A 3-RPR parallel manipulator [26] with one passive joint is now considered, see Fig. 12 . That machine is composed of three prismatic joints, a triangular rigid plate, a rigid body and a passive joint with a spring-damper combination. The manipulator moves in the horizontal plane and 
In Eq. (22), where β angle is the angle of the passive joint. Thus, the optimization goal is to minimize this objective function, so that a bounded solution can be obtained. The underactuated parallel manipulator discretized in absolute coordinates is shown in Fig. 14 , with r = 17 generalized coordinates in position: q = (θ 1 , x 2 , y 2 , θ 2 , x 3 , y 3 , θ 3 , x 4 , y 4 , θ 5 , x 6 , y 6 , x 7 , y 7 , θ 7 , x 8 , y 8 , θ 9 ) T ,
The results using the optimal control approach with absolute coordinates formulation, 70 time steps and ρ ∞ = 0.0 are shown in Fig. 15 , The final objective function value J = 1.2864 e-3 is obtained after 20 iterations. Figure 15a shows the output trajectory error, which is a very satisfactory result. Figure 15b shows the angles trajectories of the prismatic joints for that system. Figure 15c shows the internal dynamics of the system represented in the phase diagram of the passive joint. We can see the initial motion on the unstable manifold that contains the pre-actuation phase and the final motion on the stable manifold that contains the post-actuation phase, returning to the origin point (critical point) (β,β) = (0.0, 0.0). Figure 15d shows the control inputs that have to be applied to the system to the output follow the prescribed trajectory.
This example demonstrates that the optimal control method can be applied to compute the inverse dynamics of non-minimum phase systems with parallel kinematics.
CONCLUSION
This paper studies the inverse dynamics of non-minimum phase underactuated multibody systems, e.g. for the control of underactuated serial and parallel manipulators. A solution strategy based on an optimal control approach has been proposed. More precisely, a direct trascription method has been developed using the generalized-α time discretization scheme. The sparse gradients of the optimization constraints are computed using a semi-analytical method, which improves the convergence and reduces considerably the computational cost. The method is able to deal with a general class of systems implemented using minimal coordinates and absolute coordinates. The method is illustrated for the inverse dynamics of a planar underactuated serial manipulator with rigid links and an underactuated parallel manipulator. An important advantage of the proposed approach is that it can be applied directly to the standard equations of motion of the multibody in DAE form. Therefore, the method can be easily implemented in a general purpose simulation software.
